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IDENTIFICATION OF X-LINKED MOLECULAR VARIANTS AFFECTING COLD STRESS RESISTANCE
IN DROSOPHILA MELANOGASTER BY MEANS OF A COMBINED QUANTITATIVE TRAIT LOCI AND
SELECTIVE SWEEP MAPPING APPROACHES
Ricardo Wilches, Pablo Duchen, Sussane Voigt, Wolfgang Stephan
University of Munich, Department of Evolutionary Biology, Planegg-Martinsried, Germany

Poster

With the aim of understanding the molecular basis of cold adaptation in Drosophila melanogaster, we
initiated the identification of the genes/functional elements affecting the fly’s chill coma recovery time
(CCRT). CCRT is a proxy for cold stress tolerance. Based on quantitative trait loci (QTL) mapping between
inbred lines from temperate and tropical origin, three X-linked QTL influencing CCRT were identified
at 17, 18 and 24 cM. The two former QTL were resolved to fragments of approximately 150kb each by
means of quantitative deficiency mapping. We achieved further resolution, to the gene/nucleotide level,
for the locus at 18cM by subjecting the targeted chromosome fragment to population genetic analysis.
In the light of selective sweep theory we expect the alleles responsible for cold tolerance to have been
positively selected in the temperate population, therefore regions in the QTL that show footprints of
positive selection may contain the candidate molecular elements behind cold stress tolerance. However,
selective sweep mapping overlooks sites with other modes of evolution. In oder to cover a broader range
of potential sites influencing cold stress tolerance we conducted a parallel search with a phenotypegenotype approach suitable for fine scale mapping of QTL. Within the QTL defined at 18 cM, a 3-kb long
transcription enhancer element approximately 7-kb upstream of gene brinker, shows footprints of positive
selection and is strongly associated CCRT. We are currently studying the role of this enhancer element in
the phenotype of interest, by measuring expression-level differences of the gene brinker and its immediate
neighbor genes, both in wild type tropical/temperate flies and transgenic tropical flies with the putatively
selected temperate version of the enhancer.
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WHY DO SEYCHELLES WARBLERS HELP? FITNESS CONSEQUENCES AND HERITABILITY OF HELPING
BEHAVIOUR
Hannah L Dugdale1,2, David S Richardson3, Jan Komdeur2, Terry Burke1
University of Sheffield, Sheffield, UK, 2University of Groningen, Groningen, The Netherlands, 3University
of East Anglia, Norwich, UK
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Cooperative breeding is a social system in which individuals help to raise offspring that are not their
own. It is a widespread system occurring in birds, mammals, fish and insects. As individuals are selected
to maximise their fitness, this raises the question: why do some individuals help others to breed, rather
than focusing on their own reproduction? Studies of cooperative breeding have tended to focus on the
environmental factors that lead to the evolution of helping behaviour, with few studies quantifying the
strength of selection on helping and whether helping is heritable. Knowledge of these factors is vital
for a complete understanding of the evolution of cooperative breeding. This requires long-term study of
individual behaviour, a multigenerational pedigree, and molecular and statistical techniques only recently
adapted for natural systems. We evaluate selection for and heritability of helping using an 18-year dataset
of 1,566 individually marked Seychelles warblers Acrocephalus sechellensis. We monitored individuals in
this contained wild-living island-population from birth to death, presenting a rare opportunity to measure
fitness accurately. Using Bayesian methods, 30 microsatellite loci and phenotypic data we constructed
a multi-generation pedigree. We show that there are direct fitness benefits to helping, due to increased
fecundity but not survival, and that there is individual variation in helping behaviour. We assess the
environmental and genetic basis of helping and combine our findings to improve our understanding of the
adaptive basis of reproductive decisions in the cooperatively breeding Seychelles warbler.
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INTRODUCTION$
Coopera(ve$ breeding$ is$ a$ social$ system$ in$ which$ individuals$ help$ to$ raise$ oﬀspring$
that$are$not$their$own.$As$individuals$are$selected$to$maximise$their$ﬁtness,$this$raises$
the$ ques(on:$ why$ do$ some$ individuals$ help$ others$ to$ breed,$ rather$ than$ breeding$
themselves?$For$helping$to$evolve$it$must$be$heritable$and$selected$for.$Inves(ga(ng$this$
requires$longQterm$study$of$individual$behaviour$and$a$mul(Qgenera(onal$pedigree;$this$
will$help$improve$understanding$of$the$adap(ve$basis$of$helping$decisions.$$
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METHODS$
We$ evaluate$ selec(on$ for$ and$ heritability$ of$ helping$ using$ a$
preliminary$ 13Qyear$ dataset$ of$ 1,057$ Seychelles$ warblers,$
genotyped$for$30$microsatellite$loci.$523$chicks$were$assigned$
a$ mother$ and$ 566$ were$ assigned$ a$ father$ in$ a$ Bayesian$
parentage$analysis$(MASTERBAYES).$Animal$models$were$run$in$
MCMCGLMM.$ We$ also$ ran$ power$ analyses$ in$ PEDANTICS$ using$
the$preliminary$dataset$&$an$18Qyear$dataset$(1,566$warblers).$

Contained$islandQpopula(on:$$
A$rare$opportunity$to$measure$
ﬁtness$accurately$

$

HELPING$

INDIRECT$GENETIC$EFFECTS$

$$ life(me$ had$ greater$ ﬁtness$ than$ those$
Individuals$ that$ helped$ in$ their$
that$did$not,$using$both$life(me$reproduc(ve$success$(LRS;$W$=$6007,$p$<$
$
0.001)$and$individual$ﬁtness$(λ;$U$=$5579,$p$=$0.02).$$

$$ Social$behaviours$are$inﬂuenced$by$social$partners.$The$amount$that$an$
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DeQlifed$ﬁtness$[pt(i)]$showed$that$this$was$due$to$increased$fecundity$(U)
$
=$5219,$p$=$0.04)$rather$than$increased$survival$(U$=$4909,$p$=$0.26):$

$

individual$ helps$ may$ be$ inﬂuenced$ by$ the$ amount$ that$ other$ group$
members$help;$thus,$as$the$behaviour$evolves$so$does$the$environment.$
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POWER$
The$preliminary$pedigree$(x)$had$power$to$detect$heritabili(es$≥$0.26.$A$
$$
further$ 509$ birds$ have$ been$ genotyped;$ a$ conserva(ve$ es(mate,$
generated$using$dummy$data$(x),$suggests$that$this$will$provide$power$to$
$
detect$heritabili(es$≥$0.18:$

Sex$and$lifespan$did$not$inﬂuence$the$probability$of$helping$in$a$life(me.$
Individual$variance$in$the$probability$of$helping$was$observed;$maternal$
and$year$eﬀects$were$not$detected:$$$
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‘Signiﬁcant’)es?mates)occur)when)95%)of)their)distribu?on)does)not)overlap)zero.
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Pruned$pedigree$of$513$birds$
overlaying$the$gene(c$pedigree$(N=1,057)$
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The$addi(ve$gene(c$and$permanent$environment$variance$components$
did$not$separate:$ Addi(ve$gene(c$

CONCLUSIONS$

Permanent$environment$
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The$probability$of$helping$in$a$life(me$was$not$sex$biased$$
$$
Helpers$had$higher$life(me$ﬁtness$than$nonQhelpers$
Individual$varia(on$in$helping$occurred$
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